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hdr127plus The truth is somewhere nearby... Often we

encounter difficulties in relationships, misunderstanding
of others, greed, greed and not wanting to share, greed
and not wanting to share. And it also happens that we
simply donâ€™t trust anyone, donâ€™t share, we

ourselves forget what itâ€™s like to share, rejoice, and
this is very important. A girl is looking for a husband

who is running away from the problems he creates in his
family without him. Considering marriage the only
reliable basis, she falls in love with him. She can no

longer imagine life without him, and therefore is ready
to do everything to keep him close. But after all, in

marriage, not everything is subject to her alone ... A little
about the film Pilgrimage of Love: There are a huge

number of marriage agencies in India and Nepal,
promising great opportunities for choosing a couple.

Their activities are not complete without fraud: agency
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employees resort to all sorts of tricks to get the client's
money. Naive girls who do not have enough experience
and cannot distinguish a decent man from a "not decent"
fall into this trap. They agree to a meeting, receive a nice
bouquet of flowers and leave, not suspecting what awaits

them. A little about financial management: Working
capital is far from the only source of money. To start

investing, you need to become a professional. If you like
the idea, and you want to succeed, then this can be

learned. A man who has no friends cannot build
relationships with women. He is nervous in society
because he is afraid of appearing stupid. He has no

reliable friends, he has no desire to expand his circle of
acquaintances. He is lonely, does not know what to do

with himself, as it is difficult for him to make friends. A
curious story about the adventures of two brothers. One
day the older brothers went fishing. When they returned,
they saw that the wife of one of them was sleeping with
their neighbor. The younger brothers went to the man's
house and declared him their father. The whole house

burned to the ground, and the people who sheltered them
died of horror. Later, these brothers left the man's house
and never saw him again.One day at dawn when all the

people of India were asleep, from dawn to dusk
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